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Hard drive capacity laptop



As someone who recently decided to upgrade my hard drive capacity when buying a laptop, I struggled to justify how much space I used compared to how much I wanted. With the utility -- and incredible capacity -- external hard drives, it seems to me that you should always pay for what you need and just bump up a
number ever so-incremental for future use. The rest can go on an external hard drive to keep it safe. Article Related To How Hard Drive WorkWhit is a virtual hard drive? How Apple Inc. Work Solid-State Drive Is Good to know: Storage. 2012. (13 Sept, 2012) PC Blog. From 50 GB to 2TB How Big A Hard Drive Do I
Need? Jan 16, 2012. (13 Sept 2012) Mike. One Gigalite Hard Drive for $25,000. The author blocks Live. Nov. 7, 2005. (13 Sept, 2012) . Apple Macintosh Performa 550 Specs. 2012. (13 Sept, 2012) Rex. Timeline: 50 Years Hard Drive. PC World. Sept 13, 2006. (13 Sept, 2012) Table Tables. Choosing a Hard Disk.
March 7, 2012. (13 Sept, 2012) Michael J. Hard Drive Technology: Lots of Storage in Small Space. PCMag. July 12th, 2011. (13 Sept 2012) Dong. Seagate reaches 1TB per square inch, hard drive to reach a capacity of 60 TB. CNET. March 19, 2012. (13 Sept, 2012) Dong. WD breaks the capacity limit with a 3TB hard
drive. CNET. Oct 19, 2010. (13 Sept 2012) Kirk. Hardware Tip: Get the Right Hard Drive for You and Your PC. PC World. April 27, 2004. (13 Sept, 2012) Hard drive redirected here. For other uses, see Hard disks (disambiguation). Hard disk drive Data storage deviceInternals hard disk SATA 2.5 inches driven
CreationDecember 24, 1954; 65 years ago (1954-12-24)[a]Created by a team ofIBM led by Rey Johnson A dismantled and labelled 1997 HDD lying over the play music mirror The portrayal of how HDDs worked the computer kind of memory type common memory cell memory hierarchy MOS memory storage door
volatile RAM DRUM SDRAM DDR HDDR HBM SRAM History Williams-Kilburn tube (1946-47) Delayed memory line (1947) Mellon optical memory (1951) Selected tubes (1952) (1952) T-RAM (2009) Z-RAM (2002-2010) ROM VOLATILE MROM PROM EPROM EEPROM Flash memory NVRAM PCM (3D XPoint) MRAM
Early Stage NVRAM FeRAM ReRAM FeFET memory Magnetic Magnetic storage data tape Magnetic (Linear Tape-Open) Hard drive Optical CD DVD Blu-ray In CBRAM Racetrack memory development NRAM Millipede Memory ECRAM Data Storage Paper History (1725) Drum memory (1932) Magnetic core memory
(1949) Coated wire memory (1932) Magnetic core memory (1949) Coated wire memory () 1957)) Core core memory (1960s) Thin film memory (1962) Disk Pack (1962) Twistor Memory (~1968) Bubble memory (~ 1970) Floppy disk (1971) vte Hard disk drive (HDD), hard disk, Hard disk, or fixed disk[b] is an electro-
mechanical data storage device that stores and obtains digital data using magnetic storage and one or more rigidly rapidly rotating platters paired with magnetic heads, usually stacked on moving activatory arms, which read and write data onto the surface of the plate. [2] Randomly accessed data, meaning that individual
data blocks can be stored and taken in any order. HDD is a type of volatile storage, retaining data stored even when turned off. [3] [4] [5] Introduced by IBM in 1956,[6] HDD is a dominant secondary storage device for general purpose computers starting in the early 1960s. HDD retains this position into the modern era of
servers and personal computers, despite personal computing devices produced in large numbers, such as mobile phones and tablets, depending on flash products. More than 224 companies have historically produced HDD, even after the vast industry consolidation of most units was produced by Seagate, Toshiba, and
Western Digital. HDD controls the amount of storage generated (exabytes per year) for servers. Although production grew slowly (by exabytes delivered[7]), sales and delivery revenue decreased due to solid state drives (SSDs) had higher data transfer rates, higher waste storage density, improved reliability,[8] and
lower latency and access time. [9] [10] [11] Revenue for SSDs, many of which used NAND, slightly exceeded flash storage products. [13] Had more than doubled the hard drive income in 2017[update]. [14] Although SSDs have costs four to nine times higher per bit,[15][16] they replace HDD in applications where speed,
power consumption, small size, high capacity and durability are important. [12] Square costs for SSDs fell, and price premiums on HDD were cramped. [16] The main features of the HDD are its capacity and performance. Capacity is determined in the prefix of the unit corresponding to the power of 1000: a 1-terabyte
(TB) drive has 1,000 gigabrics (GB; where 1 gigalite = 1 billion (109) bytes). Usually, some HDD capacity is not available to users because it is used by file systems and computer computers system, and possibly build redundancy for correction of errors and recovery. There is also confusion about storage capacity, since
the capacity is expressed in decimal Gigabyit (10 power) by the HDD manufacturer, while some operating systems report capacity in binary Gibibytes, which produces a smaller amount than advertised. The performance is determined by the time it takes to move the head to the track or cylinder (average access time)
adding the time required for the sector required to move under the head (average latency, which is a function of physical rotation speed in the revolution per minute), and finally the speed at which the data is transmitted (data rate). The two most common form factors for modern HDDs are 3.5-inches, for desktop
computers, and 2.5-inches, especially for laptops. HDD is connected to a system according to standard interface cables such as PATA (Parallel ATA), SATA (Serial ATA), USB or SAS CABLE (Serialed Attached SCSI). Main Article History: History of hard disk drive Play Video Video of modern HDD operations (released)
Increased HDD features over time Parameters Started with (1957) Upgrade Capacity (2019) (formatted) 3.75 megabyit[17] 18 terabytes (until 2020[update])[18] 4.8 million-to-one[19] Physical volume of 68 cubic feet (1.9 m3)[c[c][6] 2.1 cubic inches (34 cm3)[20][d] 56,000-to-one[21] Weighing 2,000 pounds (910 kg)[910
kg)[210 kg)[210 kg)[21] 6] 2.2 ounces(62 g)[20] 15,000-to-one[22] Average access time of approximately 600 migrants[6] 2.5 ms to 10 ms; RW RAM bergantung kepada kira-kira200-kepada-satu[23] Harga US$9,200 setiap megabait (1961)[24] US$0.024 per gigabait menjelang 2020[25][26][27] 383 juta-to-one[25][27]
383 juta-to-one[25][27] 383 juta-to-one[202028] Ketumpatan data 2,000 bit per inci persegi[29] 1.3 terabit setiap inci persegi pada tahun 2015[30] 650 juta-kepada-satu[31] Purata jangka hayat c. 2000 jam MTBF[petikan petikan diperlukan] c. 2,500,000 jam (~285 tahun) MTBF[32] 1250-to-one[33] Pemacu cakera keras
IBM pengeluaran pertama, storan cakera 350, dihantar pada tahun 1957 sebagai komponen sistem RAMAC IBM 305. It is approximately the size of two medium-sized refrigerators and stores five million six-bit (3.75 megabytes) characters[17] on a stack of 52 disks (100 surfaces used). [34] 350 had a single sleeve with
two read/write heads, one up and one down, which moved horrorly across a pair of plate and vertical from a set of plate to the second set. [35] [36] [37] The IBM 350 variants were IBM 355, IBM 7300 and IBM 1405. In 1961 IBM announced, and in 1962 it was delivered, the IBM 1301,[38] disc storage unit that replaced
IBM 350 and similar drives. 1301 consists of one (for Model 1) or two (for 2 models) modules, each containing 25 plates, each plate about 1⁄8-inch (3.2 mm) thick and 24 inches respectively mm) diameter. [39] Although the previous IBM disc drove using only two read/write heads per arm, 1301 uses a variety of heads of
48[e] (comb), each horrified moving deceased as units, one head per surface used. The read/write cylinder mode operation is supported, and the head flew about 250 micro-inches (about 6 μm) above the dish surface. The motion of the head depends on the system of addition of hydraulic actuation which guarantees
repeated positions. The 1301 cabinet is all about the size of three house refrigerators placed side by side, storing the equivalent of about 21 million bytes eight bits per module. Access time is about a quarter of a second. Also in 1962, IBM introduced a 1311 disk drive model, which is about the size of a washing machine
and stores two million characters on removable disk packs. Consumers can buy extra packs and exchange them as needed, just like magnetic tape reels. Then removable pack drive models, from IBM and others, became prevalent in most computer installations and reached a capacity of 300 megabytes by the early
1980s. In 1963 IBM introduced 1302,[40] with double track capacity and twice as many tracks per cylinder as 1301. 1302 has one (for Model 1) or two (for Model 2) modules, each containing a separate combination for the first 250 tracks and the last 250 tracks. Some high-critical HDDs were produced with one head per
track, for example, burroughs B-475 in 1964, IBM 2305 in 1970, so that no physically lost time transferred head to the runway and the only latch was the time for the data block to rotate to the bottom of the head. [41] Known as regular disk drives head or head per track, they are very expensive and no longer in
production. [42] In 1973, IBM introduced a new type of HDD code named Winchester. Its main feature is that the disc head is not completely withdrawn from the disk plate stack when the drive is powered. On the other hand, heads are allowed to land in a special area of the disk surface when the rotation down, take off
again when the disk is then powered. This greatly reduces the cost of the headmobilizer mechanism, but prevents removing only disks from the drive as did with the disc pack that day. Instead, Winchester's first model of technology drive features a removable disk module, which includes both disk packs and head
installations, leaving the mover's motor in the drive when removal. Then Winchester drove abandoning the concept of removable media and returned to a plate that could not be removed. Like the first removable pack drive, the first Winchester drive uses a 14-inch (360 mm) diameter. A few years later, designers explore
the possibility that smaller physical plates offers advantages. Drives with an irrectable eight-inch plate appear, and then a drive that uses a form factor of 5 1⁄4 in (130 mm) (mounting width is equivalent to those used by contemporary contemporary floppy disks The latter is primarily intended for the later personal computer
(PC) market. In the 1980s began, HDD was a rare and very expensive additional feature in PCs, but in the late 1980s their costs were reduced to the point where they were standard on all but the cheapest computers. Most HDDs in the early 1980s were sold to end-users of PCs as external, additional subsets. The
subsystem is not sold under the driver manufacturer's name but under the names of subsystem manufacturers such as Corvus Systems and Tallgrass Technologies, or under the names of PC system manufacturers such as Apple ProFile. IBM PC/XT in 1983 included 10 MB of internal HDD, and shortly afterwards
internal HDDs were inseminated on personal computers. External HDD remains popular longer on Apple Macintosh. Many Macintosh computers made between 1986 and 1998 featured SCSI ports on the back, making external expansion easy. The compact Macintosh computer doesn't have a user-accessible hard drive
bay (indeed, Macintosh 128K, Macintosh 512K, and Macintosh Plus doesn't have a hard drive bay at all), so on external SCSI disk models are the only reasonable option to grow on any internal storage. HDD improvements have been driven by increased density of canals, listed in the table above. The app grew through
the 2000s, from major computers late 1950s to most mass storage applications including computers and user applications such as entertainment content storage. In the 2000s and 2010s, NAND began terrorizing HDD in apps that required mobile or high performance. NAND performance improved faster than HDD, and
applications for HDD eroding. In 2018, the largest hard drive had a capacity of 15 TB, while the largest capacity of SSD had a capacity of 100 TB. [43] As of 2018[update], HDD is forecast to reach 100 TB capacity around 2025,[44] but until 2019[updated] the expected improvement rate has been compared back to 50 TB
by 2026. [45] Smaller form factors, 1.8-inch and below, were halted around 2010. The cost of keeping a solid state (NAND), represented by Moore's laws, improved faster than HDD. NAND has a higher employability of demand from HDD, and this drives market growth. [46] In the late 2000s and 2010s, the life cycle of
HDD products entered a mature phase, and slow sales may indicate the onset of a declining phase. [47] Thailand's 2011 floods damaged manufacturing plants and impacted the cost of hard drive drives between 2011 and 2013. [48] Technology Magnetic Cross Section &amp;; Frequency modulation encodes Magnetic
Binary Data View also: magnet Data on modern HDD records by enlarging thin films of ferromagnetic materials[f] on both sides of the disc. Seceding changes toward magnetization represent bits of binary data. Data is from the disc by detecting a transition in a magnet. User data is encoded using encoding schemes, such
as long-term limited encoding,[g] which determines how data is represented by magnetic transitions. The typical HDD design consists of a spindle that holds a flat circle disk, called a plate, which holds recorded data. Plates are made of non-magnetic materials, usually aluminum alloys, glass, or ceramics. They are coated
with a shallow layer of magnetic material usually 10-20 nm deeper, with an outer layer of carbon for protection. [52] For reference, a standard copy paper is 0.07–0.18 mm (70,000–180–180,000 nm)[53] thick. Destroy the hard drive, the glass platter appears Figure Picture that labels the main component of the HDD
computer Recording a single bit magnetite recording at 200 MB HDD-plate (recordings made appear to be using CMOS-MagView). [54] Longing recordings (standard) &amp;; diagrams of dissident recordings in contemporary HDD are spun at varying speeds from 4,200 RPM in energy-efficient mobile devices, to 15,000
rpm for high connected servers. [55] The first HDD devoted to 1,200 rpm[6] and, over the years, 3,600 rpm was the norm. [56] As of November 2019[update], the plate in most user-grade HDDs rotations is at 5,400 or 7,200 RPM. The information is written and read from the plate as it twists past devices called read and
write heads placed to operate very close to the magnetic surface, with their flying height often within the range of dozens of nanoeters. Read and write heads are used to detect and modify the enlargement of the material passing immediately underneath. In modern drives, there is one head for each surface of the
magnoltic platter on the spindle, mounted on a regular arm. The actuation arm (or access arm) moves the head on the arc (about a radial) across the plate as they rotate, allowing each head to access almost the entire surface of the plate as it rotates. The arms are moved using a voice ring mover or in some older design
motor stepper. The initial hard drive wrote data on several continuous bits per second, causing all tracks to have the same amount of data per track but modern drives (since the 1990s) used bit recording zones - increasing the write-from-internal speed to the outer zone and thereby saving more data per track in the outer
zone. In modern drives, the small size of the magnetic area creates the danger that their magnetic conditions may disappear due to thermal effect - heat-instability-induced magnets commonly known as superparamagnetic limits. To overcome this, the plate is coated with two layers of parallel magnetic, separated the
three atomic layers of ruthenium are non-magnetic elements, and both layers are magnified in opposite orientations, thereor thereor are confirming each other. [57] Another technology used to The thermal effect of enabling greater density of recordings is secular recordings, first delivered in 2005,[58] and as of
2007[update] used in certain HDDs. [59] [60] [61] In 2004, high-twin recording media was introduced, consisting of a soft and harsh coupling of so-called magnetic storage technology spring media exchanges, also known as coupling composite media exchanges, enabling good reliability due to the nature of soft aid
writings. However, heat stability is determined only by the hardest layer and is not influenced by a soft layer. [63] HDD components with discs and motor hubs removed, revealing acres of copper-colored stators surrounding the bearing in the middle of a rotating motor. The orange strip along the side of the arm is a thin
printed circuit cable, the rotating bearing is in the middle and the activation is at the top left. Typical HDD has two electric motors: a rotating motor that rotates disks and activators (motors) that place the read/write head installation across a rotating disc. The disk motor has an external rotor attached to the disc; winding up
stators is set in place. Contrary to the activation at the end of the head support arm is a read-write head; thin printed circuit cables connect the write reading head to the electronic amplifier installed on the activator's pivot. The head support arm is very light, but also stirring; in modern drives, the acceleration on the head
reaches 550 g. A head stack with an activative geung on the left and read/write head on the right side of the read-write head, indicating the side facing the Activation plate is a permanent magnet and moving the geut motor that swings the head to the desired position. Metal plates support neodymium-iron-iron squat
(NIB) magnets. Under this plate is a moving geil, often referred to as a voice coil by analogy to the geut in the speaker, which is attached to the actuator hub, and underneath which is the second NIB magnet, mounted on the bottom plate of the motor (some drivers only have one magnetic). The voice tremor itself is
shaped quite like an arrow head and is made of skeptical copper magnetic wire. The inner layer is insulation, and the outside is thermoplastic, which binds rust together after it wounds on the shape, making it self-supporting. The slide sections along both sides of the arrow's head (which points to the actutifer bearing
center) then interact with a fixed magnetic field. While flowing radially out along one side of the arrow's head and radially into the other produces a tangential force. If the magnetic field is uniform, each side will generate an opponent's force that will cancel one equally Therefore, the magnetic surface is half the north pole
and half the south pole, with the radial dividing line in the middle, causing both sides of the egg to see magnetic fields and produce added force instead of cancelling. The current along the top and bottom of the inaugural money produces a radius force that does not twist the head. Electronic HDD controls the activative
movements and disk rotation and performs readings and writes upon request from the disc controller. Electronic feedback is achieved through a special segment of the disk dedicated to getting feedback. This is either a complete conversion circle (in the case of specialized servo technology) or an alternate segment with
real data (in case of embedded servo technology). Servo feedback optimizes the ratio of signals to the sound of the GMR sensor by adjusting the voice tremor of the activated arm. Spinning disk also uses a servo motor. Modern disk firmware is capable of reading and writing efficiently on the surface of the plate and the
failed media rehatficiation sector. Modern driver error and handling rates use error correction code (ECC), especially Reed-Solomon error correction. These techniques store additional bits, determined by the mathematical formula, for each data block; additional bits allow many errors to be corrected invisible. The
additional bits themselves take up space on the HDD, but allow higher recording density to be employed without causing incorrect errors, causing greater storage capacity. [64] For example, a regular 1 TB hard drive with a 512-byte sector provides an additional capacity of about 93 GB for ECC data. [65] In the latest
driver, in 2009[update],[66] a low-fighting parity inspection code (LDPC) replaced Reed-Solomon; The LDPC code allows for performance close to the Shannon Limit and therefore provides the highest storage density available. [66] [67] Typical hard drives are trying to agitate data in the failed physical sector to the
replacement physical sector provided by a spare sector pool (also called a reserve pool),[68] while relying on the ECC to recover stored data while the number of errors in the bad sector is still low enough. S.M.a.r.t (self-monitoring, Analysis and Reporting Technology) feature calculates the number of errors in the entire
HDD set by the ECC (although not on all hard drives such as those related to the S.M.A.R.T described the ECC Hardware Recover and Soft ECC Corrections not supported consistently), and the amount done No-ID Format, Developed by IBM in the mid-1990s, it contains information on which sectors were bad and
where the repaired sectors were placed. [69] Only a fraction of the error detected ends as cannot be corrected. Examples of incorrect bit reading error rates include: Specification 2013 for drivers SAS company declares correct rate to be an incorrect bit reading in every 1016 bit read,[70][71] The 2018 specification for the
user's SATA hard disk states that the error rate became an incorrect bit reading error in every bit of 1014. [73] In certain manufacturer models the incorrect bit error rate is usually the same regardless of the drive capacity. [70] [71] [72] [73] The worst type of error was silent data corruption which was an undetectable error
by a disc rigid software or host operating system; some of these errors may be caused by hard drive damage while others come from elsewhere in the connection between the drive and the host. [74] The development of leading hard drive drives was an areal density from 1956 to 2009 compared with Moore's laws. By
2016, progress has slowed significantly under the trend of extrapolitive density. [75] The rate of canal density progress was similar to Moore's laws (doubling every two years) through 2010: 60% p.a. in 1988-1996, 100% in 1996-2003 and 30% in 2003-2010. [76] Speaking in 1997, Gordon Moore called the rise of
flabbergasting,[77] while observing later that growth could not continue indefinitely. [78] Price increases declined to −12% per annum during 2010-2017,[79] as canal density growth slowed. The progress rate for areal density slowed to 10% per annum in 2010-2016,[80] and there was difficulty migrating from
perpendicular recordings to newer technologies. [81] When the cell size is slightly reduced, more data can be inserted into a single drive plate. In 2013, the desktop production of 3 TB HDD (with four plate) would have a canal density of about 500 Gbit/in2 which would amount to a small amount of cells comprising about
18 magnetic grains (11 by 1.6 grains). [82] Since the mid-2000s the progress of areal density has been challenged by superparamagnetic trilemmas involving cereal size, magnetic strength of cereals and headward ability to write. [83] To maintain acceptable signals for smaller grain noise is required; Smaller cereals can
rewind themselves (electromet stability) unless their magnetic strength increases, but the known write-head material cannot generate a magnetic field strong enough to write a medium in the smaller space taken by cereals. Magnetic storage technology is being developed to address these trilemma, and compete with
flash memory-based solid state drivers (SSDs). In 2013, Seagate introduced a shingled magnetic recording (SMR),[84] which was meant as a stopgap technology between PMR and a seagate substitute intended for magnetic recording successors of thermal aid (HAMR), SMR the track overlaps for increased data
density, with lower cost of design complexity and access speed (mainly writing speed and random access speed of 4k). [85] On the other hand, Western Digital focuses on developing ways to seal helium-filled drivers rather than regularly censored air. This reduces and friction, and fitting more plate into the same barn
space, although helium gas is very difficult to avoid escaping. Other recording technology is being developed in 2019[update], including magntic recordings of Seagate heat aid (HAMR). HAMR requires different architecture with redesigned media and read/write heads, new lasers, and optical transdusers near the new
field. [87] HAMR is expected to deliver commercially by the end of 2020 or 2021. [88] Technical issues postponed the introduction of HAMR by a decade, from the initial projections of 2009,[90] 2015,[91] 2016,[92] and the first half of 2019. Some drives have adopted a two-free activation weapon to increase read/write
speed and compete with SSDs.[93] planned substitute HAMR, bit patterned recordings (BPR),[94] were removed from Western Digital and Seagate's roadmap. [95] Magic recordings assisted by the Western Digital microwave (MAMR),[96][97] are expected to be delivered commercially in 2021, with samples in 2020. [98]
Two-dimensional magnetic recordings (TDMR)[82][99] and current perpendiculars for giant magnetoresistance (CPP/GMR) head airplanes have appeared in research papers. [100] [101] [102] The concept of activated 3D vacuum drivers (3DHD) was proposed. [103] The rate of canal density growth has fallen below
Moore's historical legal rate of 40% per annum. [75] Depending on the assumptions regarding the feasibility and time of this technology, Seagate predicted that areal density would grow 20% per annum in 2020-2034. [45] Capacity Two seagate barracuda drives, from 2003 and 2009 - 160GB and 1TB respectively. As of
2020[update] Seagate offers capacity up to 16TB. The highest-rated desktop HDD had 16 TB at the end of 2019. [104] The capacity of the hard disk drive, as reported by the operating system to the end user, is smaller than the amount specified by the manufacturer for a number of reasons: the operating system uses
little space, the use of space for data release, and the use of space for file system structure. Also the difference in capacity reported in the preliminary UNIT of decimal SI vs. binary preliminary can lead to false effects of lost capacity. The calculation of modern hard drives appears on their host controller as a set of logical
block contiguouss, and the capacity of rough drives is calculated by multiplying the number of blocks by the size of the block. This information is available from the manufacturer's product specifications, and from the driver itself through the use of operating system functions using low-level drive instructions. [105] Some
older drivers, for example, IBM 1301, CKD, have variable long records and capacity calculations must take into account record features. Some new DASDs conclude and the same capacity formula applies. Gross capacity of older sector-oriented HDD calculated as a product of the number of cylinders per recording zone,
recording, number of bytes per sector (the most common 512), and drive zone count. [citation required] Some modern SATA drives also report cylinder-head-sector (CHS) capacity, but this is not a physical parameter because the value reported is constrained by the historic operating system interface. The C/H/S scheme
has been replaced by a logical block address (LBA), a simple linear address scheme that detects blocks by the integer index, which starts on the LBA 0 for the first block and subsequent increments. [107] When using the C/H/S method to describe modern large drives, the number of heads is often set to 64, although the
usual hard drive drive, in 2013[update], has between one and four plates. In modern HDDs, spare capacity for disability management is not included in the published capacity; However, in many early HDDs some sectors were reserved instead, therein to reduce the capacity available to the operating system. For the RAID
substem, data integrity and error tolerance requirements also reduce the realized capacity. For example, array RAID 1 has approximately half of the total capacity due to data mirroring, while array RAID 5 with drive n lose capacity 1/n (which is equivalent to a single drive capacity) due to storing parity information. The
RAID substem is a range of drives that appear to be one drive or more drive to the user, but provides error tolerance. Most RAID vendors use checksums to improve data integrity at the block level. Some vendors designed the system using HDD with a sector of 520 bytes to contain 512 bytes of user data and eight bytes
of checksum, or by using a separate 512-byte sector for checksum data. [108] Some systems can use hidden partitions for system recovery, reducing the capacity available to end users. Primary Article formatting: Disk formatting data is stored on a hard disk in a series of logical blocks. Each block is discussed by a
marker that identifies the beginning and end, errors detect and corrects information, and spaces between blocks to enable small time variations. This block often contains 512 bytes of data that can be used, but other sizes have been used. As drive density increases, an initiative known as Advanced Format extends the
size of the block to 4096 bytes of usable data, with a significant reduction in the amount of disk space used for block headers, error check data, and distance. The process of starting this logical block on a physical disk plate is called low-level formatting, which is usually done in the factory and is usually unchanged in the
field. [109] High-level formatting wrote the data structure used by the operating system to data files on the disc. This includes writing partitions and file system structure to selected logic blocks. For example, some disk space will be used to hold a directory of disk file names and lists of logical blocks associated with
specific files. Examples of partition mapping schemes include Master boot records (MBR) and GUID Partition Table (GPT). Examples of data structures stored on disks to recover files include File Allocation Schedule (FAT) in DOS and inode file systems in many UNIX file systems, as well as other operating system data
structures (also known as metadata). As a result, not all spaces on HDD are available for user files, but the overheads of the system are usually small compared to user data. Unit View also: Binary Prefix § Decimal disk drive and prefix binary unit[110][111] Capacity advertised by manufacturer[h] Expected capacity by
some users[i] Reported capacity of Windows[i] macOS ver 10.6+[h] With Bytes Bytes Diff Prefix. 100 GB 100,000,000,000 107,374,182,400 7.37% 93.1 GB 100 GB 1 TB 1,000,000,000,000 1,099,511,627,776 9.95% 931 GB 1,000 GB, 1,000,000 MB Total HDD capacity given by manufacturers using SI decimal
preocedents such as gigabite (1 GB = 1,000,000,000 bytes) and bytes terabytes (1 TB = 1,000,000,000 bytes). [110] The practice dates back to the early days of computing; [112] by the 1970s, millions, mega and M were used consistently in the sense of decimals for drive capacity. [113] [114] However, memory capacity
was quoted using preliminary binary interpretations, using 1024 power instead of 1000. The software reports the hard disk or memory capacity in different forms using either decimal or binary preterminants. The Family of Microsoft Windows operating system uses binary conventions when reporting storage capacity, so
HDD offered by its manufacturer as a 1 TB driver was reported by this operating system as HDD 931 GB. Mac OS X 10.6 (Snow Leopard) uses decimal convention when reporting HDD capacity. [116] The default behavior of command-line df utilities on Linux is to report HDD capacity as several 1024-byte units. [117] The
difference between the preliminary interpretation of decimals and binary confusion caused some consumer confusion and led to a class-action suit against the HDD manufacturer. The plaintiffs argue that the prefix use of decimal effectively misleads consumers while the defendant denies any wrongdoing or liability,
asserting that their marketing and advertising comply with all aspects with the law and that no class member suffered any damage or injury. [118] [120] HDD Evolution prices per annum increased by −40% per annum in 1988-1996, −51% p.a. in 1996–2003 and −34% p.a. in 2003–2010. [27] Price increases declined to
−13% per annum during 2011-2014, as density continued to rise and Thailand's 2011 floods damaged manufacturing facilities[81] and had on -11% per annum throughout 2010-2017. [121] The Federal Reserve Authority has published The price index for large-scale enterprise storage systems includes three or more
enterprise HDDs and controllers, shelves and related cables. The price of this large-scale storage system improved at the rate1230% per annum in 2004-2009 and \u201222% per annum throughout 2009–2014. [76] Main article form factors: List of 8-, 5.25-, 3.5-, 2.5-, 1.8- and 1-inch HDD drive factors, along with payers
to show the size of the plate and head read A newer 2.5-inch (63.5 mm) 6,495 MB HDD compared to older 5.25 inches full of height 110 MB HDD first hard drive, IBM 350, using a fifty-24-inch stack of dishes, stored 3.75 MB of data (approximately the size of one modern digital picture), and a size comparable to two
large refrigerators. In 1962, IBM introduced its model 1311 disks, which used six 14-inch (nominal size) plates in removable packs and roughly the size of the washing machine. This becomes the standard plate size for many years, used also by other manufacturers. [122] IBM 2314 used the same size plate in an eleven-
high pack and introduced the drive layout in a drawer. sometimes called a pizza oven, although the drawer is not a complete drive. In the 1970s HDD was offered in a multi-dimensional standalone cabinet containing from one to four HDDs. Starting in the late 1960s drives were offered a fully suitable drive into the lush
that would mount in a 19-inch shelf. RK05 and RL01 digital are early examples of using a 14-inch single plate in a removable pack, the entire installation of drives in shelf space as high as 10.5 inches (six shelf units). In the mid-to-late 1980s the same Fujitsu Eagle, which was used (incidentally) 10.5-inch dishes, was a
popular product. With the increase in sales of microcomputers already built in floppy disk drives (FDD), HDDs that correspond to FDD mounting become desirable. Starting with the Shugart Associates SA1000 HDD Form factor, initially followed by an 8-inch, 51/2-inch floppy disk drive, and a 31/2-inch floppy disk drive.
Although referred to by this nominal size, the actual size of all three drives is 9.5, 5.75 and 4 wide respectively. Because there are no smaller floppy disk drives, smaller HDD form factors are developed from product offerings or industry standards. The 21/2-inch drive is actually 2.75 wide. As of 2019[update], 21/2-inch
and 31/2-inch hard drives are the most popular sizes. By 2009, all manufacturers had halted the development of new products for 1.3-inch, 1-inch and 0.85-inch form factors due to the fall in flash memory prices,[123][124] which had no moving parts. Although the nominal size is in an inch, the actual dimensions are
expressed in millimetres. Features Main Article: Hard drive performance features Factors that limit the time to access data on HDDs are mostly related to mechanical mechanical Rotating discs and moving heads, including: Find time is a measure of how long it takes a heads rally to travel to a disc track that contains data.
The spin is borne because the desired disk sector may not be under the head when data transfer is requested. The average rotation soak is shown in the table, based on the statistical relationship that the average sediment is half the rotation period. The rate of bits or data transfer rates (once the head is in the correct
position) creates a delay that is the function of the number of blocks transferred; usually relatively small, but can be quite old with a large file transfer that is amidst. Delays may also occur if the driver disk is stopped to save energy. Defragmentation is a procedure used to minimize delays in recovering data by transferring
items related to the physical proxy area on the disk. [125] Some computer operating systems perform defragmentation automatically. Although automatic debris is intended to reduce access delays, performance will be temporarily reduced while the procedure is in progress. [126] The time to access data can be improved
by increasing the rotational speed (theretorefore reducing latency) or by reducing the time spent searching. Increased density continues to increase by increasing data rates and by increasing the amount of data below one headset, thereence potentially reducing activity looking for a certain amount of data. The time to
access the data is not stored with increased operation, which itself is not stored with growth in bit density and storage capacity. Latency Rotation Speed[rpm] Average rotational turn[ms] 15,000 2 10,000 3 7,200 4.16 5,400 5.55 4,800 6.25 Data transfer rate In 2010[update], Plain 7,200-rpm desktop HDD has a continuous
disk-to-buffer data transfer rate of up to 1,030 Mbit/s.[127] This rate depends on track location; rates are higher for data on the outer track (where there are more data sectors per rotation) and lower towards internal tracks (where there is less data sector per rotation); and is generally quite high for 10,000-rpm drives. The
current standard widely used for the buffer-to-computer interface is 3.0 Gbit/s SATA, which can send about 300 megabytes/s (10-bit coding) from buffer to computer, and therefore still comfortably topped the disk-to-buffer transfer rate today. Data transfer rates (read/write) can be measured by writing large files to the disc
using a special file generator tool, then reading back files. Transfer rates can be affected by file system fragments and file layouts. [125] Transfer rate HDD depends on the rotational speed of the plate and the density of data recordings. Because of the heat and vibration limits of spin speed, density advances into the main
method of increasing seceding transfer rates. Higher speeds require powerful spindle motors, which create more heat. Despite the progress of areal density by increasing both the number of tracks across disks and the number of sectors per track,[128] only the latter increased the data transfer rate for the given rpm. As
data transfer rate performance tracks only one of the two components of areal density, its performance improved at a lower rate. [129] Other considerations of performance considerations include quality-adjusted pricing, power consumption, audible noise, and both operational and non-operational shock resistance.
Access and interface Main Article: Inner hard disk interface displayS HDD Seagate 1998 which uses a 2.5-inch Parallel ATA interface sata drive on a 3.5-inch SATA drive, shows data close (7-pin) and (15-pin) power connectors While hard drives connect to computers more than several types of buses, including parallel
ATA, Serial ATA, SCSI, SCSI Serial Series Attached SCSI (SAS), and Fibre Channel. Some drives, especially external mobile drives, use IEEE 1394, or USB. All of these interfaces are digital; electronics on the analog signal drive process from the read/write head. The current drive presents a consistent interface to the
entire computer, free from internally used data encoding schemes, and is free of the physical number of disks and heads in the drive. Usually the DSP in the electronics in the drive takes raw analogue voltage from the read head and uses the PRML and Reed-Solomon error corrections[130] to decode the data, then send
the data out of the standard interface. That the DSP also watched error rates detected by detection and error correction, and did poor sector rehighing, data collection for Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology, and other internal tasks. The modern interface connects the driver to the host interface with a
single data/control cable. Each drive also has an additional power cable, usually directly to the power supply unit. The older interface has separate cables for data alerts and for driver control signals. The Small Computer System Interface (SCSI), originally named SASI for Shugart Affiliated System Interface, is standard
on servers, workstations, Commodore Amiga, Atari ST and Apple Macintosh computers through the mid-1990s, where most models were leased to the IDE (and then, SATA) family disks. The data cable length limit allows external SCSI devices. Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE), then standardized under the name AT
Attachment (ATA, with the PATA alias (Parallel ATA) added retroactively when the SATA identification) moves the HDD controller from the interface card to the disk drive. This helps standardize host/controller face, reduce the complexity of programming in the host device driver, and reduce the cost of systems and
complexity. 40-pin IDE/ATA extension transfers 16 bits at a time on the data cable. The data cable was originally 40 conductors, but later higher speed requirements led to an ultra-DMA (UDMA) mode using 80 conductor cables with additional wires to reduce cross talk at high speeds. EIDE is an unofficial update (by
Western Digital) to the original IDE standard, with the main upgrade being the use of direct memory access (DMA) to transfer data between disks and computers without CPU engagement, an increase that was later adopted by official ATA standards. By transferring data directly between memory and disks, DMA
eliminates the need for CPU to copy bytes per byte, thus allowing it to process other tasks while data transfer occurs. Fibre Channel (FC) is a substitute for the parallel SCSI interface in the enterprise market. It's a serial protocol. In disk drives are usually the topology of the Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL)
connection used. FC has a wider use of the disk interface alone, and it is the basis of the storage area network (SANs). Recently other protocols for the field, such as iSCSI and ATA over Ethernet have also been developed. Confusingly, drives typically use copper intercepted cables for Fibre Channel, not optical fibers.
The latter is traditionally reserved for larger devices, such as servers or multi-disc controllers. Serials attached SCSI (SAS). SAS is a new generation serial communication protocol for devices designed to enable higher speed data transfer and is compatible with SATA. SAS uses data and mechanical power connectors
similar to STANDARD 3.5-inch SATA1/SATA2 HDDs, and many SAS RAID server-oriented controllers are also capable of handling SATA HDDs. SAS using serial communications rather than parallel methods found in traditional SCSI devices but still use SCSI commands. Serial ATA (SATA). SATA data cable has one
pair of data for the transmission of different data to the device, and one pair for differential receipts from the device, similar to EIA-422. That requires data to be sent serially. The same differential signal system is used in RS485, LocalTalk, USB, FireWire, and SCSI differential. SATA I to III is designed to be compatible
with, and uses, subset SAS commands, and compatible interfaces. Therefore, the SATA hard drive can be connected and controlled by the SAS hard drive controller (with some minor exceptions such as drive/controller with limited compatibility). However they can't connect otherwise round—the SATA controller can't be
connected to a SAS drive. Integrity and failure Shut down HDD heads rest on a disc plate; its mirror reflection can be seen on the surface of the plate. Main: Hard disk drive failure and Data Recovery See also: Solid state drives § SSD reliability and failure mode Due to very close distance between head and disk surface,
HDD HDD exposure to damage by head accidents - a disc failure in which the head scrapes across the surface of the plate, often grinding out thin magnetic films and causing data loss. Head accidents can be caused by electronic failure, sudden power failure, physical shock, internal enclosure pollution drives, wear and
tear, corrosion, or less produced plate and head. The HDD spindle system depends on the air density inside the disc enclosure to support the head at the correct flying height while the disc rotates. HDD requires a variety of air density to operate properly. Connections to the external environment and density occur
through a small hole in the barn (about 0.5 mm in breeding), usually with a filter in the inside (the filter breathes). [131] If the air density is too low, then there is not enough lift for the head to fly, so the head is too close to the disc, and there is a risk of head accidents and data loss. A specially sealed and pressed disk is
required for reliable high altitude operations, exceeding approximately 3,000 m (9,800 feet). [132] Modern disks include temperature sensors and adjust their operations to the operating environment. Breathable holes are visible on all disk drives – they usually have stickers next to them, warning users not to close the
hole. The air inside the operating drive is always moving as well, drifted off motion by friction with a rotating plate. This air passes through an internal redistribution filter (or recirc) to remove any residual contaminants from manufacturing, any particles or chemicals that may have somehow entered the enclosure, and any
particles or outgasings produced internally in normal operation. Very high humidity is present for a long period of time can errate the head and plate. For giant magnetoresistive heads (GMR) in particular, small head failures from pollution (which do not remove the magnetic surface of the disk) still result in overheating
heads temporarily, due to friction with the surface of the disk, and can cause data unreadable for a short period until the head temperature is stable (called heat asperity, a problem that can partially be dealt with with , the drive can often be restored to functional order and data recovers by replacing the circuit board with
one of the same hard drives. In case of writing reading head faults, they can be replaced using specialized tools in a dust-free environment. If the disk plate is not damaged, it can be moved into the same enclosure and the data can be copied or cloned to a new drive. In the event of a disc-plate failure, dismantling and a
disk plate may be required. [133] For logical damage to file systems, various tools, tools, fsck on systems such as UNIX and CHKDSK on Windows, can be used for data recovery. Recovery from logical damage can require file carving. The general expectation is that hard disk drives designed and marketed for server use
will fail less often than the user grade drives commonly used on desktop computers. However, two independent studies by Carnegie Mellon University[134] and Google[135] found that drive grades were not related to the driver failure rate. A summary of the 2011 research, into the pattern of SSD and magnetic disk
failures by the findings of summarized Tom hardware research as follows:[136] Meanwhile between failures (MTBF) shows no reliability; annual failure rates are higher and usually more relevant. As of 2019,[update], storage providers reported an annual failure rate of two per cent per annum for storage farms with
110,000 off-the-shelf HDDs. Reliability varies between model and manufacturer. [137] Magic discs do not tend to fail during initial use, and the temperature only has minor effects; On the other hand, the rate of failure is increasing with age. The S.M.A.R.T. warns of mechanical issues but not other issues affecting
reliability, and therefore not an indicator of reliable conditions. [138] The rate of driver failures sold as enterprises and consumers is very similar, although these types of drives are tailored to their different operating environments. [139] In various drives, a single driver failure significantly increases the short-term risk of
failed second drivers. To minimize costs and overcome individual HDD failures, the storage system provider depends on the excess range of HDDs. The HDD failed to be replaced continuously. [137] [90] HDD Desktop market segments They usually store between 60 GB and 8 TB and rotate at 5,400 to 10,000 rpm, and
have a media transfer rate of 0.5 Gbit/s or higher (1 GB = 109 bytes; 1 Gbit/s = 1) Previous drives (1980s-1990s) tended to be slower in spin speed. As of May 2019,[update], the highest-rated HDD desktop kept 16 TB,[141][142] with plans to release 18 TB drives later in 2019. [143] 18 HDD TB was released in 2020. As
of 2016[update], the typical speed of the hard drive on the average desktop computer is 7200 RPM, while low-cost desktop computers can use RPM 5900 or 5400 RPM drives. For some time in the 2000s and early 2010s some desktop users and data centers also used 10k RPM drivers such as western Digital Raptor
but such drives have become more rare in 2016[update] and are not commonly used now, having been replaced by NAND SSDs. Mobile (riba computer) HDD Two sata grade 2.5-inch enterprise 10,000 rpm HDD, refinery installed in a customized frame 3.5 inches Smaller than desktop and their company, they tend to be
slower and have lower capacity. The mobile HDD rotates at 4,200 rpm, 5,200 rpm, 5,400 rpm, or 7,200 rpm, at 5,400 rpm the most common. 7,200 rpm drives tend to be more expensive and have smaller capacity, while 4,200 rpm models usually have very high storage capacity. Because of smaller plates, mobile HDDs
usually have lower capacities than their desktop counterparts. There is also a 2.5-inch rotating drive at 10,000 rpm, which belongs to an enterprise segment without the intention of being used in laptops. Enterprise HDDs Are typically used with multi-user computers running enterprise software. Examples are: transaction
processing database, internet infrastructure (email, webserver, ecommerce), scientific computing software, and storage management software nearby. Enterprise drivers usually operate continuously (24/7) in demanding environment while providing the highest possible performance without sacrificing reliability. Maximum
capacity is not the ultimate goal, and as a result drivers are often offered in relatively low capacity in relation to their costs. [144] The fastest HDD enterprise rotates at 10,000 or 15,000 rpm, and can reach a sequential media transfer speed of more than 1.6 Gbit/s[145] and a continuous transfer rate of up to 1 Gbit/s.[145]
Drives run at 10,000 or 15,000 rpm using smaller platters to reduce increased power needs (because they have less air drag) and therefore generally have lower capacity than the highest capacity desktop drive. HDD Enterprise is usually connected via SERIAL SCSI Attached (SAS) or Fibre Channel (FC). Some support
multiple ports, so they can be connected to the host bus adapracer excessively. HDD Enterprises can have sector sizes larger than 512 bytes (often 520, 524, 528 or 536 bytes). Additional sectoral space can be used by controller or hardware RAID applications to store Integrity Field (DIF) data or Data Integrity
Connection (DIX), resulting in higher reliability and silent data corruption prevention. [146] Electronic HDD users They include drivers embedded into digital video recorders and automotive vehicles. The container is configured to provide a guaranteed streaming capacity, even in the face of read and write errors, while the
latter is built to counter a larger number of shocks. They usually rotate at a speed of 5400 RPM. Manufacturers and Sale Diagrams of HDD manufacturers View also: The history of hard disk drives and a list of hard drive manufacturers that do not work More than 200 companies have removed HDD over time, but
consolidation has devoted production to only three manufacturers today: Western Digital, Seagate, and Toshiba. Production in the Pacific rim. Worldwide revenue for disk storage slumped eight per cent a year, from a peak of $38 billion in 2012 to $22 billion (estimated) in 2019. [45] HDD storage production increased
15% per annum in 2011-2017, from 335 to 780 exabytes per year. [147] HDD shipments declined seven per cent each during this period, from 620 to 406 million units. [147] [80] HDD deliveries were projected to drop by 18% in 2018-2019, from 375 million to 309 million units. [148] In 2018, Seagate had a 40% shipment
of units, Western Digital had a 37% shipment of units, whilst Toshiba had a 23% shipment of units. [149] The average selling price for the two biggest producers was $60 per unit in 2015. [150] Competition from SSD HDDs is replaced by solid state drives (SSD) in the market where their speed is higher (up to 4950



megabytes per second for M.2 (NGFF) NVME SSDs[151] or 2500 megabytes per second for PCIe expansion card drivers[152]), rotation, and lower power are more important than prices, considering the cost of SSD bits is four to nine times higher than HDD. [16] [15] In 2016[update], HDD reportedly had a failure rate of
2-9% per annum, while SSD had fewer failures: 1-3% per annum. [153] However, SSDs have more data errors that cannot be corrected from HDD. [153] SSD offers greater capacity (up to 100 TB[43]) of the largest HDD and/or higher storage density (100 TB and 30 TB of SSD placed in H case 2.5-inch HDD but with
equal height as HDD 3.5-inch[154][155][156][157][158]), although the cost remained prohibitive. The NAND 1.33-Tb 3D chip laboratory demonstration with 96 layers (NAND is usually used in solid state drives (SSD)) has 5.5 Tbit/in2 in 2019[update],[159] while the maximum waste density for HDD is 1.5 Tbit/in2. The areal
density of flash memory is doubling every two years, similar to Moore's law (40% per annum) and faster than 10-20% per annum for HDD. As of 2018,[update], maximum capacity is 16 terabytes for HDD,[160] and 100 terabytes for SSD. [30] HDD is used in 70% of desktop computers and notebooks produced in 2016,
and SSD is used in 30%. The share of HDD usage decreased and could fall below 50% in 2018-2019 according to one forecast, as the SSD replaced smaller HDDs (less than one terabyte) in desktop computers and notebooks and MP3 players. [161] The market for silicon-based flash memory chips (NAND), used in
SSDs and other applications, grew faster than HDDs. NAND revenue worldwide rose 16% per annum from $22 billion to $57 billion during 2011-2017, while production rose 45% per annum from 19 exabytes to 17 [147] External hard disk drives See also: USB mass storage device classes and Disk Enclosures This article
lost information about the newer and faster USB 3.0. Please expand the article to enter this information. More information may exist on the discussion page. (August Two 2.5 external USB hard drives Are unusually connected via USB; variants using the USB 2.0 interface generally have a slower data transfer rate when
compared to installed internal hard drives connected via SATA. Turn on and play driver drivers offers system compatibility and has a large storage option and mobile design. As of March 2015,[update], the capacity available for external hard drives ranges from 500 GB to 10 TB. [162] External hard drives are usually
available as integrated products installed but can also be installed by combining external enclosures (with USB or other interfaces) with separately purchased drivers. It is available in sizes of 2.5 inches and 3.5 inches; The 2.5-inch variant is commonly called a portable external drive, while a 3.5-inch variant is referred to
as desktop external drives. Mobile drives are packed in smaller and lighter enclosures than desktop drives; In addition, portable drives use the power provided by a USB connection, while desktop drivers require an external power brick. Features such as encryption, Wi-Fi connection,[163] biometric security or various
interfaces (for example, FireWire) are available at a higher cost. [164] There is a pre-installed external hard disk drive that, when taken out of its enclosure, cannot be used internally on a laptop or desktop computer because the USB interface is embedded on their printed circuit board, and the lack of SATA interface (or
Parallel ATA). [165] In GUIS, hard disk drives are usually symbolized with the drive icon See also electronic portal Automatic Acoustic Management Cleanroom Click of death Data erasure Drive mapping Control error performance control hard disk feature hybrid drive Microdrive drive Network (file server, file server,
shared source) Storage objects Write comparison encryption software Note encryption software ^ This is the original filing date of the application leading to U.S. Patent 3,503,060 , generally accepted as the ultimate hard drive patent. [1] ^ Unconscionable terms used to describe various hard disk drives including disk
drives, disk files, direct access storage devices (DASD), CKD disks, and Winchester disk drives (after IBM 3340 disk drives). The term DASD includes another device next to the disc. ^ Comparable to size to refrigerator next to large side. ^ 1.8-inch form factor is obsolete; sizes smaller than 2.5 inches have been replaced
with flash memory. ^ 40 for user data, one for format track, 6 for alternative surfaces and one for maintenance. ^ Initially the gamma iron particles in erectile binding, the deep-recording layer of modern HDD is usually a cobalt-Chrome-Platinum-platinum-based alloy domain physically isolated by oxide to enable
perpendicular recordings. [49] ^ Historically various limited running codes have been used in magnetic recordings including for example, codes named FM, MFM and GCR that are no longer used in modern HDDs. ^ Expressed using multiples of decimals. ^ b Stated using binary multiples. References ^ Kean, David W.,
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